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● Redesign flyer, course descriptions, and 
shirt

● Create three rhetorical goals
● Redesign to accommodate goals

Introduction



Rhetorical Goal One

• identity

• unifying language
• “we” and “us”

• values and goals of program



Major Flyer



Language Example

Who We Are

We are the new B.A. in Writing and Rhetoric, the first of its 
kind in the state of Florida, here at UCF. Rhetoric is the 
longstanding art of crafting persuasive communication for a 
specific goal. We also promote ethical citizenship and civic 
engagement through numerous service-learning 
opportunities, project-based classes, and real-world 
professional settings. 



Rhetorical Goal Two

• engaging

• second-person language
• “you”

• focus on fun and excitement 



Major Flyer



Language Example

Why Should You Join?

Look to your left, look your right—look right in front of you! Writing 
and rhetoric is everywhere. Wherever there are words on a line, 
images on a page, or messages in a medium, you can bet that 
there’s a writer-rhetorician that’s made them.

Come learn to do the same in this modern, flexible program: the 
new B.A. in Writing and Rhetoric. It’ll teach you to create tactical, 
persuasively appealing texts for people and purposes far and 
wide. 



Shirt



Rhetorical Goal Three

• vocational

• workplace type language
• “professional world”

• focus on employability aspects



Major Flyer



Language Example
Why Join?

As the first of its kind in the state of Florida, the new Writing and 
Rhetoric major offered at UCF equips students with the tools that 
promote a healthy, long-lasting career in an ever-growing knowledge 
based economy. The extensive coursework includes simulated real 
world assignments, accompanied by research, analysis, synthesis and 
rhetorical discussions. These comprehensive classes prepare 
prospective graduates to enter the workforce one step ahead of the 
game, as surveys of employers and professional organizations point 
to writing and communication skills as among the most important for 
success and advancement in modern society.


